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Alumni Spotlight: Sirisha Gummaregula

Hometown: India

Current City: Hyderabad, India

Title/Company: Chief Operating Officer,  
QuisLex, Inc.

Last Shearman Office: New York

Last Shearman Practice Group: Mergers & Acquisitions

Last Shearman Position: Associate

Describe your current role at QuisLex and the career path that led you to it.

I oversee all operations and have ultimate responsibility for the efficiency and quality of  
our deliverables. This includes managing our close to 1,000 full-time attorneys, as well  
as our teams of Six Sigma black belts, quality analysts, process experts, statisticians, 
and linguists. My career path has provided me a unique exposure to law, business, and 
process. Following Shearman, where I cut my teeth on handling complex matters —  
and always under great time pressure, I worked as the AGC and Corporate Secretary for 
Quest Diagnostics where, in addition to my legal portfolio, I was responsible for Six Sigma 
initiatives. My role at QuisLex is in many ways the culmination of these dual insights,  
and I certainly wouldn’t have been as successful here without the introduction to a range  
of disciplines in these previous roles.

What do you find most fulfilling about your current role and what do you find  
most challenging?

Most fulfilling is coming up with innovative solutions for our clients. I enjoy working with  
our various teams (statistics, six sigma, quality and of course our lawyers) who look  
at the same data and issues from different perspectives and collaborate to come up  
often with out of the box solutions. Solutions that range from implementing a Global  
Compliance Program for a large client that involved negotiating 25,000 plus contracts  
with more than 15,000 third parties all in a matter of months to managing complex reviews 
that span multiple jurisdictions and involve law firms across the continents. Challenges  
are different across every client and every matter but coming up with solutions that allow 
our clients to meet stringent court or regulatory deadlines with great quality work products  
require highly customized solutions. This understandably is challenging as well as there 
are very few cookie cutter solutions.



What skills did you learn at Shearman & Sterling that you have found most useful  
in your past and current roles?

Several. Juggling several complex high priority tasks and getting them all done well,  
great time management, exposure to multiple areas of law, keen business sense from the 
several M&A matters I have worked on. The list goes on but I believe Shearman taught  
me my core — be sincere and focused on what you do and great results will follow.

Did you experience any gender-based challenges throughout the advancement  
of your career? If so, do you have any advice for our women lawyers and  
alumnae as they navigate theirs?

I don’t think being a woman has ever hindered my professional career or advancement; 
certainly not overtly. But, I do think that, from when I began my legal career, expectations 
for women have changed (for the better). I can recall, when I was pregnant with my first 
child, the expectation of some was that I would soon leave the firm to focus on my family. 
I think the toughest period for most women is managing their career with a young family. 
Kids have needs that are immediate as does work. Unfortunately as both grow there will 
be instances where they both demand the same time — but these are still the exception 
and you can manage most conflicts. The only way in my view, is to stay on and prioritize 
as the situation demands and really deal with each situation as required. I also think that 
women should not be defensive about juggling things around to meet priorities and this  
is completely normal and accepted.

Have you had mentors throughout your career? If so, what have they meant to  
your personal and professional growth? Have you been a mentor to others?

I have had wonderful mentors throughout my career that in ways both large and small had 
a positive impact on me professionally and personally. Mentors can make all the difference 
when it comes to growth, nudging (sometimes pushing) you in the right direction, helping 
you to make what at times may seem like minor decisions to the young associate, but as 
we learn, have outsized impact down the road. One of the really rewarding aspects of my 
role at QuisLex is the sheer number of opportunities to be an impactful mentor to younger 
people. We have a number of employees who are the first generation in their families  
to attend college or hold a professional position, particularly among women. So it is  
particularly gratifying to realize that several of them see me as a role model —  
as someone who manages successfully (most times!) a growing career and family. 

On a more personal note, how do you enjoy spending your free time?

Spending time with my three children (not to mention our four dogs and four cats) certainly 
tops the list. Second to this, I have close ties to underprivileged communities in India and 
with QuisLex support a number of initiatives related to education, health, and nutritional 
awareness, and raise funding for betterment of women and children.


